
Meeting agenda at Boy Zelenski school 
Paris – November, 24th 

 

I. Point on the activity one : Who am I ? 
 

- Presentation of the pupils work by each partner : each team make a short presentation 
of the pedagogic work she realized in her school (possibility to use a computer with a 
video projector). 

- What were the enjoyments and the difficulties met for this action. 

- Exchange of pupils productions. 

 
 
 
 

II.  Presentation of the French educational system and its particularities by Marie 
and Sarah 
 
 

 
III. Presentation of a particular pedagogical reflexion in Boy Zelenski by Marie and  

Sarah.  
 

- How can we encourage the pupils speacking ? 

- Wich pedagogic modalilties could help pupils who “don’t speack” to allow themselves 
to   speack more ? 

 

- Presentation of two modalities : 

- the “15’lib” 

- the “talk to your partner” 
 

- Debate 
 
 

IV.  Présentation of the SESSAW application by Tracy 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

V.  The twinspace : 
 

- Présentation of the twinspace : what is it ?  
- How does it work ?  
- The organisation of the twinspace  
- When do we use the twinspace ?  
- How to subscribe ? 

 
 

VI.  Mobility tool + 



Meeting agenda at the city hall of Paris 
Paris – November, 25th 

 
An identity card or a passport will be needed with you for these day,  

to enter in the City Hall. 
 
 

I. Point on the activity two : My neighborhood and my city 
 

II. And after ?  
 
III. Administrative point 

 
IV. Communication between the partners 

 
V. Preparation of the next transnational meetings 

 
- calendar ; 
- topic for each meeting : which modality ? 
- possibility to observe a complete pedgogic sequence ; 
- presentation of the educational system of the host country ; 
- the attendance shit ; 
- « technical» points. 

 
VI. Newsletter 

 
VII. Proposition of a project’s logo by Niki 
 

VIII. Diffusion during the project 
 

IX. Questions 
 


